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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new set of constraints for modeling linear ordering problems
on graphs using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). These constraints express the mem-
bership of a vertex to a prefix rather than the exact position of a vertex in the ordering.
We use these constraints to propose new ILP formulations for well-known linear ordering
optimization problems, namely the Pathwidth, Cutwidth, Bandwidth, SumCut and
Optimal Linear Arrangement problems. Our formulations are not only more compact
than previous proposals, but also more efficient as shown by our experimental evaluations
on large benchmark instances.
1 Introduction
Linear ordering problems on graphs refer to optimization problems in which one aim at finding
a bijection pi from the set V of vertices of the graph to the set of integers {1, 2, · · · , n}, with n =
|V |, that minimizes a cost function f(G, pi). The bijective mapping pi is called a linear ordering
and is also known as linear layout or simply layout, permutation, and linear arrangement.5
Examples of such optimization problems are Bandwidth, Cutwidth and Pathwidth .
The Operations Research community has investigated multiple approaches for defining and
computing a bijection pi : V → {1, · · · , n} in a mathematical program. In particular, the
Constraint Programming (CP) and the Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT) communities have
defined the all different predicate of constraint satisfaction that ensures that the n integer10
variables {ν1, · · · , νn} are assigned pairwise distinct integers from [1, n], unless some constraints
of the problem are violated. Hence, the all different predicate models the problem of finding
a valid linear ordering for the input graph, assigning each vertex a unique integer (i.e., position)
pi(u) = νu. We refer to [3, 24,32,37–39] for more information on the all different predicate.
In this paper, we present a new set of constraints for modeling linear ordering problems on15
graphs that we use to propose new Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations for some
linear ordering optimization problems on graphs, namely the Pathwidth, Cutwidth, Band-
width, SumCut and Optimal Linear Arrangement problems. We will show that these
formulations are more efficient than previous proposals, thanks to our new set of constraints.
∗This work has been partially supported by ANR project Stint under reference ANR-13-BS02-0007, and ANR
program “Investments for the Future” under reference ANR-11-LABX-0031-01.
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Our work shall thus be useful for improving the implementation of the all different predi-20
cate in various solvers. Indeed, behind the scene, CP/SAT solvers transform the all different
predicate applied to the set of variables {ν1, · · · , νn} into a set of new (binary) variables and
constraints (or clauses) to indicate whether νu < νv or νu > νv. For instance, if we rep-
resent each integer νu as a bit-vector of size l = dlog ne, [37] shows how to reformulate the
all different predicate, applied to the n bit-vectors, using O(n2) propositional variables and25
O(n2 dlog ne) clauses ensuring that the n resulting bit-vectors will be pairwise distincts (and so
the νu variables will be pairwise distincts).
This paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 3 with a survey on the sets of variables
and constraints that are commonly used to express linear ordering problems. In particular, we
present a formulation using variables and constraints expressing the exact position of a vertex30
in the ordering (Formulation 1), another based on the relative ordering of pairs of vertices
(Formulation 3), and a new formulation using variables expressing the membership of a vertex
to a prefix (Formulation 2). We also show the relationships between these models. Then, we use
these formulations in Section 4 to present ILP formulations for the Pathwidth, Cutwidth,
Bandwidth, SumCut and Optimal Linear Arrangement problems. Our formulations35
use generally less variables and constraints than previous proposals for the same problems.
After, in Section 5, we conduct an experimental evaluation of our ILP formulations using large
benchmark instances, and we compare their performances with respect to other formulations
found in the literature. We will show that formulations based on the membership of a vertex
to a prefix are much more efficient than other proposals. Finally, we conclude this paper in40
Section 6 with a discussion on possible directions for future studies.
2 Notations and definitions
All graphs considered in this paper are simple, connected and loopless. A graph G = (V,E)
has n = |V | vertices and m = |E| edges. For any set S ⊆ V , we let NG(S) be the set of
vertices in V \ S that have a neighbor in S. The neighborhood of a vertex u ∈ V is denoted45
NG(u) and its degree degG(u) = |NG(u)|. The maximum degree of the graph is denoted
∆G = maxu∈V degG(u). We omit the subscript when there is no ambiguity. We denote uv
the edge between vertices u and v, and u and v are called the endpoints of edge uv. We
denote G[S] the subgraph of G = (V,E) induced by S ⊆ V , i.e., such that VG[S] = S and
EG[S] = {uv | uv ∈ E and u, v ∈ S}.50
A linear ordering (or layout) of a graph G = (V,E) is a bijection pi : V → [1, n] =
{1, 2, · · · , n}, with n = |V |. So, pi(u) is the position (or index) of vertex u in the linear
ordering pi, and pi−1(i) is the vertex with position i in pi. We denote Π(V ) the set of all per-
mutations of V and so of all possible linear orderings for G. As in [5], we denote pi<,v the set
of vertices that appear before vertex v in the ordering, and so pi<,v = {u ∈ V | pi(u) < pi(v)}.55
We define similarly pi≤,v, pi>,v, and pi≥,v, and we write pi∗,i instead of pi∗,pi−1(i) for each operator
∗ ∈ {<,≤,≥, >}.
We now define some measures on a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) of G = (V,E). The cardinality
of the edge-cut at position i in the ordering pi is defined as θ(pi, i) = | {uv ∈ E | u ∈ pi≤,i ∧ v ∈ pi>i} |,
and the cardinality of the modified edge-cut at position i as ζ(pi, i) = | {uv ∈ E | u ∈ pi<,i ∧ v ∈ pi>i} |.60
The cardinality of the vertex-cut at position i is |N(pi≤,i)|. We also define the length of edge uv
in the linear ordering pi as λ(pi, uv) = |pi(u)− pi(v)|.
Using above definitions, we are now ready to give the definition, as linear ordering problems,
of the optimization problems on graphs that are considered in this paper. Given a graph
G = (V,E), each of these optimization problems asks to find a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V )65
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minimizing a particular cost function f(G, pi), and so the optimum value for an optimization
problem is f(G) = minpi∈Π(V ) f(G, pi). We summarize in Table 1 the cost function of each of
these optimization problems, as well as the notations for the optimal values.
Problem name Optimum Cost function
Pathwidth pw(G) maxni=1 |N(pi≤,i)|
Cutwidth cw(G) maxni=1 θ(pi, i)
Modified Cutwidth mcw(G) maxni=1 ζ(pi, i)
Bandwidth bw(G) maxuv∈E λ(pi, uv)
Optimal Linear Arrangement ola(G)
∑












Table 1: Graph linear ordering optimization problems and associated cost functions.
The optimization problems presented in Table 1 are well known to be NP-complete for
general graphs [12, 16, 17, 30], and we refer to [30] for a recent state-of-the-art survey on the70
complexity of these problems on particular graph classes. Notice that the Profile and the
SumCut problems are known to be equivalent and so we have sc(G) = pr(G). This result





The SumCut problem is also known to be equivalent to the Minimum Interval Graph
Completion problem which asks for the minimum cardinality set of edges F such that the75
graph G′ = (V,E ∪ F ) is an interval graph. Moreover, the Optimal Linear Arrangement
problem is also known as the Minimum Linear Arrangement problem.
3 Linear ordering constraints
In this section, we present several approaches for modeling a linear ordering problem on graph
using integer linear programing. These formulations will be used in Section 4 for modeling the80
linear ordering optimization problems on graphs defined in Section 2 with ILPs.
A classical method for modeling a linear ordering problem (or the all different predi-
cate) using an ILP is Formulation 1 which has been used by many authors for modeling var-
ious linear ordering optimization problems on graphs. For instance, it has been used for the
Bandwidth [26, 31], Cutwidth [26, 28], Pathwidth [20], and Optimal Linear Arrange-85




aiu = 1 ∀u ∈ V (1a)∑
u∈V
aiu = 1 ∀i ∈ [1, n] (1b)
where binary variable aiu = 1 if pi(u) = i and 0 otherwise.
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Constraint (1a) ensures that vertex u is assigned a single position and Constraint (1b) ensures
that position i is assigned to a single vertex. When aiu = 1, we have
∑n
j=1 j · aju = i · aiu = i.
So, the linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) yielded by Formulation 1 is such that pi(u) = ∑ni=1 i · aiu.90
Formulation 1 uses n2 binary variables and 2n constraints.
The next formulation uses binary variables encoding the membership of a vertex to pi≤,i.
Formulation 2
xiu ≤ xi+1u ∀u ∈ V, ∀i ∈ [1, n− 1] (2a)∑
u∈V
xiu = i ∀i ∈ [1, n] (2b)
where binary variable xiu = 1 if pi(u) ≤ i and 0 otherwise.
Constraints (2a) and (2b) ensure that all vertices get different positions. Indeed, Con-
straint (2a) ensures that as soon as xiu = 1, then x
j









u = n− i+ 1. Furthermore, Constraint (2b) ensures that i vertices
are assigned a position in [1, i], i.e., |pi≤,i| = | {u ∈ V | pi(u) ≤ i} | = i. Consequently, Formula-
tion 2 yields a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) such that pi(u) = n+ 1−∑ni=1 xiu. Formulation 2 uses
n2 binary variables and n2 constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, Formulation 2 has only been used in [35] (actually a variant in100
which Constraint (2a) is replaced with “xiu ≤ xju for all u ∈ V and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n” and so using
O(n3) constraints) to propose an ILP formulation for the so-called lightpath reconfiguration
problem in optical networks. This problem is equivalent to the Vertex Separation problem
in directed graphs [8–11], and so to the Pathwidth problem in undirected graphs [22].
Another approach for obtaining a linear ordering is to use the relative ordering of pairs of105
vertices as follows.
Formulation 3
αu,v + αv,u = 1 ∀u, v ∈ V (3a)
αu,v + αv,w − αu,w ≤ 1 ∀u, v, w ∈ V (3b)
where binary variable αu,v = 1 if pi(u) < pi(v) and 0 otherwise.
Constraints (3a) and (3b) ensure that all vertices get different positions. Indeed, Con-
straint (3a) ensures that each pair of vertices is ordered, and Constraint (3b) ensures the
transitivity between variables and so a total ordering, i.e., if pi(u) < pi(v) and pi(v) < pi(w)110
then pi(u) < pi(w). Now observe that if pi(u) = i, i − 1 vertices are positioned before u and
so
∑
v∈V |v 6=u αv,u = i − 1. Hence, Formulation 3 yields a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) such that
pi(u) = 1 +
∑
v∈V |v 6=u αv,u. Formulation 3 uses n
2 binary variables and O(n3) constraints.
Formulation 3 has been used to propose an ILP formulation for the Treewidth problem
using O(n3) binary variables and O(n3) constraints [23] (see [14] for more details on this formu-115
lation). It has also been used in [25] to obtain an ILP formulation for the Cutwidth problem
using O(n4) variables and O(n4) constraints. ILP formulations for the Minimum Linear Ar-
rangement problem using O(n2) variables and O(n3) constraints can be found in [34]. We
also refer to [18,19] and references therein for more insight on Formulation 3.
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Relationships between formulations. Observe that given the assignment of the variables120
aiu provided by Formulation 1, we can deduce an assignment of the variables x
i





u. Similarly, we can deduce an assignment of the variables aiu from the








u − xk−1u ,
with k ∈ [2, n].
Now, given an assignment of the variables αu,v provided by Formulation 3 we can construct125
an assignment of the variables xiu. Indeed, we have x
i
u = 1 if
∑
v∈V |v 6=u αv,u < i, i.e., if
at most i − 1 vertices are positioned before u in pi. Also, introducing intermediate variables
pu = 1+
∑
v∈V |v 6=u αv,u storing the position of u, we have x
i
u = 1 if i+1−pu > 0 and 0 otherwise,







u = n(n + 1)/2. Conversely, given an assignment of the variables x
i
u130
provided by Formulation 2 we can obtain an assignment of the variables αu,v. Again, we use




u to store the position of u, and we use the constraint
n · αu,v ≥ pv − pu combined with
∑
v,v∈V |u6=v αu,v = n(n− 1)/2.
In Table 2, we summarize the formulations of some operations that will be useful in the next
sections for modeling linear ordering optimization problems on graphs with respectively Formu-135
lations 1 to 3. We observe that some operations that are easy to model with one formulation
are more complex with another formulation. For instance, it is easy to test if pi(u) < pi(v) with
Formulation 3 (it suffices to check whether variable αu,v = 1 or not) while Formulations 1 and 2
require to sum 2n variables. On the other hand, with Formulation 2 it suffices to check whether
variable xiu = 1 or not to know if u ∈ pi≤,i, while Formulation 1 requires to sum i variables and140
Formulation 3 n variables.
Formulation 1 Formulation 2 Formulation 3
pi(u) is
∑n







pi(u)− pi(v) is ∑ni=1 i · (aiu − aiv) ∑ni=1(xiv − xiu) ∑w∈V \{u} αw,u −∑w∈V \{v} αw,v
pi(u) < pi(v) True if
∑n




u − xiv) > 0 αu,v = 1
pi(u) = i True if aiu = 1 x
i
u − xi−1u = 1
∑
v∈V αv,u = i
pi(u) ≤ i True if ∑ij=1 aju = 1 xiu = 1 ∑v∈V αv,u ≤ i
pi(u) ≤ i < pi(v) True if ∑ij=1(aju − ajv) = 1 xiu − xiv = 1
{∑
w∈V \{u} αw,u ≤ i− 1∑
w∈V \{v} αw,v ≥ i
Table 2: Useful operations when using the variables of Formulations 1 to 3.
4 ILP formulations for graph linear ordering optimization prob-
lems
In this section, we present ILP formulations for several linear ordering optimization problems
on graphs, based on the formulations presented in Section 3. We summarize in Table 3 the145
number of variables and constraints in each of these formulations, as well as previously proposed
formulations.
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Formulation 1 Formulation 2 Formulation 3
Ref. #var. #constr. #var. #constr. #var. #constr. #var. #constr.
Pathwidth
[13, 20] O(n2m) O(n2m)
PW1 O(n2) O(nm) PW2 O(n2) O(nm) PW3 O(n2) O(n3)[4] O(nm) O(nm)
[35] O(n2) O(n3)
Cutwidth
[26] O(n2m) O(n2m) CW1 O(nm) O(nm) CW2 O(nm) O(nm)
CW3 O(nm) O(n3)
[25] O(n3) O(n3) CW’1 O(n2) O(n2) CW’2 O(n2) O(n2)
Bandwidth
[26] O(n2m) O(n2m)
BW1 O(n2) O(n+m) BW2 O(n2) O(n2) BW3 O(n2) O(n3)[4] O(n2) O(nm)
[31] O(n2) O(n+m)
SumCut SC1 O(n2) O(n+m) SC2 O(n2) O(n2) SC3 O(n2) O(n3)
Profile PR1 O(n2) O(n+m) PR2 O(n2) O(n2) PR3 O(n2) O(n3)
Opt. Lin. Arr.
[2] O(n4) O(n3) OLA1 O(n2) O(n+m) OLA2 O(n2) O(n2) OLA3 O(n2) O(n3)
[6] O(n2) O(n2m) OLA’1 O(nm) O(nm) OLA’2 O(nm) O(nm) OLA’3 O(nm) O(n3)
[1, 29] O(n2) O(n3) OLA”1 O(n2) O(n2) OLA”2 O(n2) O(n2)
Table 3: Comparison of the number of variables and constraints of the ILP formulations.
4.1 Pathwidth
Given a graph G = (V,E), the Pathwidth problem asks to find a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) that
minimizes maxni=1 | {u ∈ V | ∃ uv ∈ E such that pi(u) < i ≤ pi(v)} | = maxni=1 |N(V \ pi<,i)| =150
maxni=1 |N(pi≤,i)|. The optimal value of this problem is pw(G) = minpi∈Π(G) maxni=1 |N(pi≤,i)|.
Several ILP formulations for the Pathwidth problem have already been proposed. The
formulation presented in [13,20] is based on Formulation 1, and it uses overall O(n2m) variables
and constraints. Indeed, it uses n2 binary variables per edge uv ∈ E (i.e., yk,luv = 1 if aku = 1 and
alv = 1), and n
2 additional binary variables are introduced to identify the vertices in N(pi≤,i).155
The formulation proposed in [4] is based on the representation of a graph as an interval graph.
Also, it associates to each vertex an interval and every edge forces the intervals of its two
endpoints to intersect. The objective is to minimize the maximum number of intervals that
intersect at any given point. This formulation uses O(nm) variables and constraints. The
formulation proposed in [35] is based on the variant of Formulation 2 we have discussed in160
Section 2, and uses O(n2) variables and O(n3) constraints. It is similar to Formulation 4.
To model the Pathwidth problem as an ILP, we need a set of constraints to measure
|N(pi≤,i)|. To do so, we introduce variable yiu = 1 if u ∈ pi>,i and at least one neighbor v of u is
in pi≤,i, and 0 otherwise. In other words, yiu = 1 if u ∈ N(pi≤,i). We can thus write the following
ILP formulation.165
Formulation 4 Pathwidth: Minimize p subject to either Constraints (1a) and (1b) or Con-
straints (2a) and (2b) and
τ(u, v, i) ≤ yiu ∀u ∈ V, ∀v ∈ N(u), ∀i ∈ [1, n] (4a)∑
u∈V
yiu ≤ p ∀i ∈ [1, n] (4b)




v − aju) or xiv − xiu
when using respectively the variables of Formulations 1 and 2.
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With Constraint (4a) we identify the vertices in pi>,i that are also in N(pi≤,i). Indeed, if




u = 0 (resp. xiu = 0). If furthermore v ∈ N(u) is such














u = 1 (resp.170
yiu ≥ xiv − xiu = 1). With Constraint (4b) we count the number of vertices in N(pi≤,i). The
optimal solution of Formulation 4 is pw(G). This formulation adds O(n2) variables and O(nm)
constraints to the variables and constraints of Formulations 1 and 2.
In the following, we refer to the ILP formulations resulting from Formulation 4 when using
the variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 and 2 as PW1 and PW2. The sizes175
of these ILP formulations are reported in Table 3.
Now, when using Formulation 3, we need to introduce 2n2 additional binary variables en-
coding the membership of a vertex to pi≤,i and to pi>,i.




αw,u ≤ n · liu ∀u ∈ V, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5a)∑
w∈V \{u}
αw,u − i+ 1 < n · riu ∀u ∈ V, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5b)
liv + r
i
u − 1 ≤ yiu ∀u ∈ V, ∀v ∈ N(u), ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5c)
where binary variable αw,u = 1 if vertex pi(w) < pi(u) and 0 otherwise, binary variable l
i
u = 1 if
u ∈ pi≤,i, binary variable riu = 1 if u ∈ pi>,i, and yiu = 1 if u ∈ N(pi≤,i), and 0 otherwise.180
With the big-M Constraint (5a) we identify the vertices in pi≤,i, with the big-M Constraint (5b)
we identify the vertices in pi>,i, and with Constraint (5c) we identify the vertices in pi>,i that are
also in N(pi≤,i). Indeed, if u ∈ pi>,i, then
∑
w∈V \{u} αw,u − i > 0 and so riu = 1. If furthermore
v ∈ N(u) is such that v ∈ pi≤,i, then liv + riu = 2 and we have yiu ≥ liv + riu − 1 = 1. The
optimal solution of Formulation 5 is pw(G). This formulation uses O(n2) binary variables and185
n3 + 2n2 + 2nm+ 1 = O(n3) constraints. In the following, we refer to Formulation 5 as PW3.
4.2 Cutwidth
Given a graph G = (V,E), the Cutwidth problem asks to find a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V )
that minimizes maxni=1 θ(pi, i) = max
n
i=1 | {uv ∈ E | pi(u) ≤ i < pi(v)} |, and so the optimal value
is cw(G) = minpi∈Π(G) maxni=1 θ(pi, i).190
An ILP formulation for the Cutwidth problem has been proposed in [26]. This formulation,
based on Formulation 1, uses n2 binary variables per edge uv ∈ E (i.e., yk,luv = 1 if aku = 1
and alv = 1), and overall it uses O(n
2m) variables and O(n2m) constraints. Another ILP
formulation for the Cutwidth problem has been proposed in [25]. This formulation is based
on Formulation 3. It improves upon the formulation of [26] since it uses O(n3) variables and195
O(n3) constraints. We will now present ILP formulations using fewer variables and constraints.
To model the Cutwidth problem as an ILP, we need a set of constraints to measure
θ(pi, i). To do so, a first approach is to introduce variable ziuv = 1 if either pi(u) ≤ i < pi(v) or
pi(v) ≤ i < pi(u), and 0 otherwise. In other words, ziuv = 1 if one endpoint of edge uv is in pi≤,i
and the other endpoint is in pi>,i. We can thus write the following ILP formulation.200
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Formulation 6 Cutwidth: Minimize c subject to either Constraints (1a) and (1b) or Con-
straints (2a) and (2b) and:
τ(u, v, i) ≤ ziuv ∀uv ∈ E, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (6a)
τ(v, u, i) ≤ ziuv ∀uv ∈ E, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (6b)∑
uv∈E
ziuv ≤ c ∀i ∈ [1, n] (6c)





v − aju) or xiv − xiu when using respectively the variables of Formulations 1 and 2.
Constraints (6a) and (6b) force variable ziuv to 1 if one endpoint of edge uv is in pi≤,i and
the other endpoint is in pi>,i. With Constraint (6c) we count the number θ(pi, i) of edges in the
cut (pi≤,i, pi>,i). The objective is to minimize the maximum number c of edges in a cut. The205
optimal solution of Formulation 6 is cw(G). This formulation adds O(nm) variables and O(nm)
constraints to the variables and constraints of Formulations 1 and 2. In the following, we refer
to the ILP formulations resulting from Formulation 6 when using the variables and constraints
of respectively Formulations 1 and 2 as CW1 and CW2. The sizes of these ILP formulations
are reported in Table 3.210
When using Formulation 3, as in Section 4.1 for Formulation 5, we need to introduce 2n2
additional binary variables liu and r
i
u encoding the membership of a vertex to pi≤,i and to pi>,i.
Also, we get the following ILP formulation.




v − 1 ≤ ziuv ∀uv ∈ E, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (7a)
liv + r
i
u − 1 ≤ ziuv ∀uv ∈ E, ∀i ∈ [1, n] (7b)
where αw,u = 1 if vertex pi(w) < pi(u) and 0 otherwise, l
i
u = 1 if u ∈ pi≤,i, riu = 1 if u ∈ pi>,i,
and ziuv = 1 if either pi(u) ≤ i < pi(v) or pi(v) ≤ i < pi(u), and 0 otherwise.215
With the big-M Constraints (5a) and (5b) we identify the vertices in pi≤,i and pi>,i, and with
Constraints (7a) and (7b) we identify edges in the cut (pi≤,i, pi>,i). With Constraint (6c) we
count the number θ(pi, i) of edges in the cut (pi≤,i, pi>,i). The objective is to minimize the
maximum number c of edges in a cut. Formulation 7 uses O(nm) binary variables and O(n3)
constraints. In the following, we refer to Formulation 7 as CW3. This formulation is similar to220
the formulation proposed in [25] but uses slightly less variables and constraints.
Another approach for measuring θ(pi, i) is based on the observation that the difference be-
tween the edge-cuts (pi≤,i−1, pi>,i−1) and (pi≤,i, pi>,i) is the removal of the edges incident to vertex
u = pi−1(i) and with one endpoint in pi≤,i−1 (i.e., the edge-cut (pi≤,i−1, {u})), and the addition
of the edges incident to vertex u and with one endpoint in pi>,i (i.e., the edge-cut ({u} , pi>,i)).225
Also, we have θ(pi, i) = θ(pi, i − 1) − |(pi≤,i−1, {u})| + |({u} , pi>,i)| = θ(pi, i − 1) + deg(u) − 2 ·
|(pi≤,i−1, {u})|, since deg(u) = |(pi≤,i−1, {u})| + |({u} , pi>,i)|. Using this observation, we can
model the Cutwidth problem as the following ILP.
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Formulation 8 Cutwidth: Minimize c subject to either Constraints (1a) and (1b) or Con-
straints (2a) and (2b) and:
deg(u) · ω(u, i)− 2
∑
v∈N(u)
η(v, i)− 2 ·∆ · (1− ω(u, i)) ≤ µi ∀u ∈ V, ∀i ∈ [2, n] (8a)
∑
u∈V
deg(u) · ω(u, 1) = c1 (8b)
ci−1 + µi = ci ∀i ∈ [2, n] (8c)
cN = 0 (8d)
ci ≤ c ∀i ∈ [1, n] (8e)
where variable ci is a non-negative integer used to measure the cardinality θ(pi, i) of the edge-cut
(pi≤,i, pi>,i), integer variable µi measures the difference θ(pi, i)−θ(pi, i−1), and either ω(u, i) = aiu230




v when using Formulation 1, or ω(u, i) = xiu−xi−1u and η(v, i) = xi−1v when
using Formulation 2. In other words, ω(u, i) = 1 when pi(u) = i, and η(v, i) = 1 when v ∈ pi<,i.
We have seen that θ(pi, i) = θ(pi, i − 1) + deg(u) − 2 · |(pi≤,i−1, {u})|, when u = pi−1(i). With
Constraint (8a) we measure the difference in number of edges with previous position. More
precisely, if vertex u is at position i, edges incident to v such that the other endpoint v ∈ N(u)235
has position j < i ends at position i and should no longer be taken into account. We have∑
v∈N(u) η(v, i) such edges that we subtract from previous counting. In addition, deg(u) −∑
v∈N(u) η(v, i) edges incident to u have an endpoint in pi>,i, and so we must add them to
the previous counting. Last, we subtract 2 · ∆ · (1 − ω(u, i)) to ensure that if pi(u) 6= i, the
evaluation of the left-hand side of Constraint (8a) will have no impact on the value of µi. Then,240
with Constraints (8b) to (8d) we measure the cardinality θ(pi, i) of the edge-cuts. The objective
is to minimize the maximum number c of edges in an edge-cut. Formulation 8 uses O(n2)
variables and constraints. In the following, we refer to the ILP formulations resulting from
Formulation 8 when using the variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 and 2
as CW’1 and CW’2.245
From above formulations for the Cutwidth problem, one can easily model the Modified
Cutwidth problem which asks for a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) minimizing maxni=1 ζ(pi, i) =
maxni=1 | {uv ∈ E | pi(u) < i < pi(v)} |. For instance, with Formulation 6, it suffices to use either








u = τ(u, v, i)−aiv or τ ′(u, v, i) = xi−1v −xiu when using respectively
the variables of Formulations 1 and 2. Moreover, with Formulation 7, it suffices to use li−1u +250
riv − 1 ≤ ziuv and li−1v + riu − 1 ≤ ziuv instead of Constraints (7a) and (7b).
4.3 Bandwidth
Given a graph G = (V,E), the Bandwidth problem asks to find a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) that
minimizes the maximum distance between the endpoints of the edges of G in the linear ordering,
i.e., λ(pi, uv) = |pi(u)− pi(v)|, and so the optimal value is bw(G) = minpi∈Π(V ) maxuv∈E |pi(u)−255
pi(v)|. A direct ILP formulation for this problem is as follows.
Formulation 9 Bandwidth: Minimize b subject to either Constraints (1a) and (1b), or Con-
straints (2a) and (2b), or Constraints (3a) and (3b) and
`(u, v) ≤ b ∀uv ∈ E (9a)
`(v, u) ≤ b ∀uv ∈ E (9b)
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when using respectively the variables of Formulations 1, 2 and 3.
Constraints (9a) and (9b) ensure that the distance between the endpoints of any edge uv ∈ E
is at most b and the objective is to minimize b. The optimal solution of Formulation 9 is260
bw(G). This formulation adds O(m) constraints to the constraints of Formulations 1 to 3. In
the following, we refer to the ILP formulations resulting from Formulation 9 when using the
variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 to 3 as BW1, BW2, and BW3. The
sizes of these ILP formulations are reported in Table 3.
Formulation BW1 is almost the same as the formulation based on Formulation 1 proposed265
in [31]. The difference is that [31] introduce integer variables pu =
∑n
i=1 i · aiu, recording the
position of vertex u in the linear ordering, and rewrite Constraints (9a) and (9b) as p(u) −
p(v) ≤ b and p(v)− p(u) ≤ b. Another ILP formulation for the Bandwidth problem based on
Formulation 1 has been proposed in [26]. It uses variable yk,luv = 1 when aku = 1 and a
l
v = 1.
The goal is to minimize b where b ≥ |k − l| · yk,luv for all uv ∈ E and k, l ∈ [1, n]. Overall it uses270
O(n2m) variables and constraints. A different approach has been followed in [4], proposing an
ILP formulation based on the representation of a graph as an interval graph. It associates to
each vertex an interval and every edge forces the intervals of its two endpoints to intersect. In
this formulation, the length of an interval is bounded by a parameter k, and the objective is to
find the minimum k for which a feasible solution exists. Hence, this formulation must be solved275
for log n values of k (or bw(G) times if using only growing values of k). This formulation uses
O(n2) variables and O(nm) constraints.
4.4 Profile and Sum Cut
We have seen in Section 2 that the SumCut, Profile and Minimum Interval Graph Com-
pletion problems are equivalent [12]. Also, in this section we present two main formulations.280
First, we obtain ILP formulations for the SumCut problem from the ILP formulations for the
Pathwidth problem. Indeed, the SumCut problem asks for a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) mini-
mizing
∑n
i=1 |N(pi≤,i)|, while the Pathwidth problem asks for a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) min-







u ≤ p. In the following, we refer to the resulting ILP formulations when285
using the variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 to 3 as SC1, SC2, and SC3.
The sizes of these ILP formulations are reported in Table 3.
Next, we use the definition of the Profile problem which asks for a linear ordering pi ∈ Π(V )






. Let du be an
integer variable used to measure the largest distance between u and its neighbor v with the290
lowest position in pi that is also at a lower position than u (i.e., such that pi(v) < pi(u)). When
pi(v) > pi(u) for all v ∈ N(u), we have du = 0. In other words, du measures the number of sets
pi≤,i vertex u is a neighbor of. We obtain the following formulation.
Formulation 10 SumCut, Profile: Minimize s subject to either Constraints (1a) and (1b),
or Constraints (2a) and (2b), or Constraints (3a) and (3b) and
`(u, v) ≤ du ∀u ∈ V, ∀v ∈ N(u) (10a)
0 ≤ du ∀u ∈ V (10b)∑
u∈V
du ≤ s (10c)
10

















w∈V \{v} αw,v when using295
respectively the variables of Formulations 1, 2 and 3.





that is the number of sets pi≤,i vertex u is a neighbor of, and with Constraint (10c) we count the
sum of these memberships. The optimal solution of Formulation 10 is sc(G) = pr(G). This for-
mulation adds O(n) integer variables and O(n+m) constraints to the variables and constraints300
of Formulations 1 to 3.
In the following, we refer to the ILP formulations resulting from Formulation 10 when using
the variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 to 3 as PR1, PR2, and PR3. The
sizes of these ILP formulations are reported in Table 3.
4.5 Optimal linear arrangement305
Given a graph G = (V,E), the Optimal Linear Arrangement problem asks for a lin-
ear ordering pi ∈ Π(V ) that minimizes the sum over all edges of the distance between the
endpoints of the edges in the linear ordering pi for G, and so the optimal value is ola(G) =
minL∈Π(V )
∑
uv∈E λ(pi, uv) = minL∈Π(V )
∑
uv∈E |pi(u)− pi(v)|. The decision version of this opti-
mization problem has been proved NP-complete in [15].310
Several ILP formulations for the Optimal linear arrangement problem, based on For-
mulation 1, have already been proposed [1,2,6, 29,34]. [2] presents two formulations, one using
O(n6) variables and O(n5) constraints and the other using O(n4) variables and O(n3) con-
straints. The formulation presented in [6] uses O(n2 +m) variables and O(n2m) constraints.
The following formulation is similar to the formulations presented in [29] and that is based315
on Formulation 1.
Formulation 11 Optimal Linear Arrangement: Minimize o Subject to Constraints (1a)
and (1b), or Constraints (2a) and (2b), or Constraints (3a) and (3b) and
`(u, v) ≤ duv ∀uv ∈ E (11a)
`(u, v) ≤ duv ∀uv ∈ E (11b)∑
uv∈E
duv ≤ o (11c)
where integer variable duv measure the distance between the endpoints of edge uv ∈ E, and
















w∈V \{v} αw,v when
using respectively the variables of Formulations 1, 2 and 3.
With Constraints (11a) and (11b) we measure the distance duv between the endpoints of edge320
uv ∈ E, and with Constraint (11c) we count the sum of these distances. The optimal solution of
Formulation 11 is ola(G). This formulation adds O(m) integer variables and O(m) constraints
to the variables and constraints of Formulations 1 to 3.
In the following, we refer to the ILP formulations resulting from Formulation 11 when using
the variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 1 to 3 as OLA1, OLA2, and OLA3.325
The sizes of these ILP formulations are reported in Table 3.
As reported in Table 1, we have
∑
uv∈E λ(pi, uv) =
∑n
i=1 θ(pi, i), and so the optimal value for
the Optimal Linear Arrangement problem is also ola(G) = minL∈Π(V )
∑n
i=1 θ(pi, i) [12].
Therefore, we can derive another ILP formulation for this problem from the ILP formula-







uv ≤ c, and in Formulation 8 Constraint (8e) with
∑n
i=1 c
i ≤ c. We refer to the
ILP formulation resulting from the modification of Formulations 6 and 7 as respectively OLA’1,
OLA’2, and OLA’3, and to the formulations resulting from the modification of Formulation 8
as OLA”1 and OLA”2.
5 Simulations and interpretation of results335
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the ILP formulations presented in this paper.
We start describing our experimental setting in Section 5.1. Then, we compare all proposed
ILP formulations to previous proposals in Section 5.2 on small instances. Finally, in Section 5.3,
we evaluate the best formulations for Bandwidth, Cutwidth and Pathwidth using a large
data set of graphs.340
5.1 Experimental setting
We have implemented all the ILP formulations presented in this paper, as well as formulations
proposed by others, using the SageMath open-source mathematical software [36] combined with
the CPLEX solver [21]. All computations have been performed on a computer equipped with two
quad-cores Intel Xeon W5580 CPU operating at 3.20GHz and 64GB of RAM. We have forced345
the CPLEX solver to operate in sequential mode, setting parameter CPXPARAM Threads to 1,
and we have used the @parallel function decorator of SageMath to enable the simultaneous
resolution of up to 8 instances.
In our experiments, we use two data sets. The first one, Small has already been used for
instance in [20,27, 28,31] for evaluating ILP formulations and algorithms for Cutwidth. This350
data set consists of 84 graphs introduced in the context of the bandwidth reduction problem.
The number of vertices ranges from 16 to 24, and the number of edges ranges from 18 to 49.
This data set can be found as part of the CMPLIB [7]. The second one is the Rome Graphs
data set [33], that has been introduced by the graph drawing research community. This data set
has been used in [4] for the evaluation of ILP formulations for Bandwidth and Pathwidth.355
It consists of 11, 534 undirected graphs of order 10 ≤ n ≤ 100.
In all our experiments, the computation time is limited to 5 minutes (300 seconds). When a
problem is not optimally solved within this time limit, we report the relative optimality gap (%
gap), that is computed as UB−LBUB , where UB is the value of the best found feasible solution (an
upper bound) and LB is the best relaxed bound of the ILP (best lower bound for the problem).360
When the problem is optimally solved, this gap is set to 0.
The source code and the benchmark instances used to conduct our experiments can be found
at http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/David.Coudert/code/graph-linear-ordering/.
5.2 Experiments with the Small data set
We summarize in Tables 4 to 8, respectively for Pathwidth, Cutwidth, Bandwidth, Sum-365
Cut and Optimal Linear Arrangement problems, the computational results of each for-
mulations on the graphs of the Small data set. Detailed results per graphs can be found in
Appendix A. For each problem and each formulation, we indicate the number of graphs of the
data set for which the problem is optimally solved, the average of the optimality gaps over
all graphs, and the average computation time. Observe that this average computation time is370
biased since we count 300 seconds for each unsolved instance, independently of its optimality
gap (i.e., the same weight is given to an instance with a small optimality gap and to an instance
with a large one).
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[4] [13] [35] PW1 PW2 PW3
# opt 17 1 83 78 84 1
% gap 56.0 98.5 0.3 2.3 0.0 84.0
CPU time 258.5 297.5 33.6 56.0 1.7 299.9
Table 4: Pathwidth.
[25] [26] CW1 CW2 CW3 CW’1 CW’2
# opt 1 3 56 84 0 66 68
% gap 94.5 80.3 9.5 0.0 91.8 6.7 8.0
CPU time 298.4 293.8 143.7 3.2 300.0 104.6 96.3
Table 5: Cutwidth.
[26] [4] [31] [31]+F2 [31]+F3 BW1 BW2 BW3
# opt 37 75 84 84 58 84 84 68
% gap 52.5 2.4 0.0 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 5.3
CPU time 198.9 99.5 1.3 1.9 153.1 13.6 2.2 108.2
Table 6: Bandwidth.
SC1 SC2 SC3 PR1 PR2 PR3
# opt 17 65 0 5 35 9
% gap 37.0 1.7 99.6 50.2 13.8 43.5
CPU time 266.0 125.8 300.0 293.3 216.2 285.6
Table 7: SumCut.
OLA1 OLA2 OLA3 OLA4 OLA5 OLA6 OLA7 OLA8 [31] [31]+F2 [31]+F3
# opt 34 81 0 0 43 25 0 0 1 29 14
% gap 17.9 0.3 99.2 57.7 11.6 23.8 92.1 94.0 36.6 20.8 33.3
CPU time 218.8 51.7 300.0 300.0 195.7 250.3 300.0 300.0 298.9 234.1 271.4
Table 8: Optimal Linear Arrangement.
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We can see from reported results that formulations based on Formulation 2, and more
precisely PW2, CW2, BW2, SC2 and OLA2 are among the best formulations, if not the best.375
On the other hand, the formulations we have presented based on Formulation 3 are not efficient.
Indeed, these formulations are able to solve very few instances compared to other proposals.
More specifically, we observe from Table 4 for the Pathwidth problem and from Table 5 the
Cutwidth problem that not only PW2 and CW2 are the only formulations able to solve the
problems on all the graphs of the Small data set, but also that reported average computation380
time are between one and two orders of magnitude lower than other formulations. This shows
that Formulation 2 is much more suited for these two linear ordering optimization problems
than other proposals.
The conclusion is different for the Bandwidth problem. In Table 6, formulations [31]+F2
and [31]+F3 are straightforward modifications of the formulation proposed in [31] to use the385
variables and constraints of respectively Formulations 2 and 3. Here, four formulations are
able to solve the problem on all the graphs of the Small data set, and the fastest one is the
formulation proposed in [31], relying on Formulation 1. In particular, we can observe the
significant speedup of [31] over BW1 thanks to the introduction of integer variables recording
the position of a vertex in the linear ordering. These variables offer fewer improvement for the390
formulations based on Formulation 2 (BW2 compared to [31]+F2), and are not helpful at all for
the formulations based on Formulation 3. Although the formulation proposed in [31] has better
performances than BW2 in this experiment, we will see in Section 5.3 that there is actually no
clear winner between [31], [31]+F2 and BW2.
For the SumCut problem, formulation SC2 is not able to solve all instances within the395
specified time limit. However, it allows us to solve significantly more instances than using other
formulations. Similarly, formulation OLA2 is the best available formulation for the Optimal
Linear Arrangement problem, although some instances (3) were not solved. Note that
in Table 8, formulations [31], [31]+F2, and [31]+F3 are straightforward adaptations of the
formulations OLA1, OLA2 and OLA3 with the introduction of integer variables recording the400
position of a vertex in the linear ordering.
5.3 Experiments with the Rome Graphs data set
In this section we evaluate the best formulations for the Bandwidth, Cutwidth and Path-
width problems on the Rome Graphs data set. More precisely, we report in Figure 1a the
cumulative number of graphs for which optimal solutions are obtained using formulations PW2,405
CW2, BW2, [31] and [31]+F2, and in Figure 1b the average optimality gap of the unsolved
instances. As in [4], we ordered the graphs by increasing size n+m (number of nodes + number
of edges) and ran computations starting from the smallest. Then, as soon as 400 consecutive
instances in this order produced timeouts, we stop computations for the formulation and eval-
uated only the so far obtained results. This explains why the plots have different lengths. We410
also report in Table 9, for each of these models, the total number and the percentage of solved
instances of the Rome Graphs data set (which contains 11,534 graphs), as well as the size of
the last solved instance (which is also the largest solved).
BW2 [31] [31]+F2 CW2 PW2
# solved 4,568 4,603 4,681 5,683 5,615
% solved 39.6 39.9 40.6 49.3 48.7
Larger solved (n+m) 124=53+71 137=63+74 132=56+76 149=64+85 142=61+81
Table 9: Total number and percentage of solved instances of the Rome Graphs data set.
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(a) Cumulative number of solved instances (b) Average optimality gap of unsolved instances
Figure 1: Cumulative number of solved instances and average optimality gap of unsolved in-
stances of the Rome set of graphs for Bandwidth (Formulations [31], [31]+F2, and BW2),
Cutwidth (CW2), and Pathwidth (PW2).
We observe from Table 9 and Figure 1a that the three models for the Bandwidth problem
offer very similar performances on this data set with only 1% difference in the number of415
solved instances. As opposed to the results reported in Section 5.2 for the Small data set, here
formulation [31]+F2 allows to solve slightly more instances than other models. Furthermore,
we observe from Figure 1b that the average optimality gap of unsolved instances is lower for
that formulation as well. This suggest that formulation [31]+F2 is asymptotically better than
the other ones. In other words, longer computation times could lead to larger differences.420
Concerning the Cutwidth and Pathwidth problems, we are able to solve almost all graphs
such that n+m < 90, but very few with n+m > 120 within given time limit. This is a great
improvement over [4] for Pathwidth. Indeed, the results reported in [4] for Pathwidth
indicate that optimal solutions were obtained for only 17% of the instances of the Rome Graphs
data set, solving almost all small graphs (n + m < 45) and almost no graphs with n + m >425
70. Although such comparison lacks of fairness (different implementations, but comparable
hardware), this confirm the results reported in Table 4 when using the Small data set.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented different formulations for modeling linear ordering problems
on graphs using integer linear programming. We have in particular proposed a new building430
block (Formulation 2) using variables expressing the membership of a vertex to a prefix rather
than variables expressing the exact position of a vertex in the ordering (Formulation 1), or
variables expressing a relative ordering (Formulation 3). Moreover, we have presented ILP
formulations using less variables and contraints than other proposals. Then, we have compared
these formulations using large benchmark instances. Our experiments show that Formulation 2435
is very well suited for solving the Cutwidth and Pathwidth problems, and that it is also
a good competitor for the Bandwidth problem. The performances of our formulations could
certainly be improved with the addition of appropriate constraints (e.g., cutset inequalities).
We believe that Formulation 2 could help designing faster ILP formulations and branch-
and-bound algorithms for solving various optimization problems in which a linear ordering440
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of the vertices of a graph is required. In particular, it is straightforward to modify the ILP
formulations presented in this paper for solving similar linear ordering optimization problems
on directed graphs (e.g., Vertex Separation). Moreover, our work shall help improving the
implementation of the all different predicate in CP/SAT solvers.
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A Detailed results for the Small data set
In this section, we report in Tables 10 to 14, respectively for Pathwidth, Cutwidth, Band-
width, SumCut and Optimal Linear Arrangement problems the computational results540
of each presented formulations on the graphs of the Small data set. For each graph, we indicate
its numbers of vertices and edges. For each graph and each formulation, we report the best
found feasible solution, the optimality gap (%) and the computation time. When an instance
is optimally solved, the measured width is highlighted in bold face. We use the symbol “–” to
indicate that the computation time limit has been reached.545
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